In this paper, based on the additive measure integral representation of a nonadditive measure integral, it is shown that any comonotonically additive premium principle can be represented as an integral of the distorted decumulative distribution function of the insurance risk. Furthermore, a sufficient and necessary condition that a premium principle is a distortion premium principle is given.
INTRODUCTION
Due to its many good properties, considerable attention has been given to the distortion premium principle, for example, Wang (1995) , Wang (1996) , Wang et al (1997) , Wang (1998) , Wang and Dhaene (1998) and Young (1999) and so on. A characterization of the distortion premium principle was given by Wang et al (1997) . In their paper, a condition that the collection of risks contains all Bernoulli variables, which can take only the values 0 and 1, is required. We will discuss the characterization of the distortion premium principle again. In this paper, the above condition need not be required. Based on the additive measure integral representation of a non-additive measure integral, we show that any comonotonically additive premium principle can be represented as an integral of the distorted decumulative function of the insurance risk. An alternative characterization of the distortion premium principle is derived. This paper is arranged as follows. In section 1, after some concepts introduced firstly, two propositions will be proved. One is on the additive measure integral representation of a non-additive measure integral, and the other is on the positive homogeneity of a comonotonically additive premium principle.
The well-known Greco Theorem will be modified in section 2. Then the main results, that the distorted integral representation of a comonotonically additive premium principle and a sufficient and necessary condition that a premium principle is a distortion premium principle, are given in section 3.
PRELIMINARIES
Let (W, F, P) be a probability space where W represents the outcomes of the world and F is a s-algebra of some subsets of W, and P is a probability measure defined on the measurable space (W, F). The following concepts of the comonotonicity and the comonotonic additivity can be found in Yaari (1987) , Denneberg (1994) , Wang et al (1997) , Wang (1998) 
The Choquet integral is different from the traditional additive measure integral, but the following proposition shows that a non-additive measure integral can be represented as an additive measure integral. 
For any fixed ⑀ > 0, we take d and j such that 0 
Proof. The result is trivial for a = 0. When a is a positive integer, (1.4) follows from the comonotonicity of H. When a is a positive rational number, say a = m/n where m and n are positive integers,
When a be a positive number. In the case H[X] < ∞, there exists a strictly decreasing series of positive rational numbers, {a n }, such that a n → a. Then ⑀ n = a n -a converges to 0 decreasingly. Therefore Let {b n } be a series of positive rational numbers such that 0 ≤ ⑀ n ≤ b n and b n → 0. It is from the comonotonic additivity of
To sum up, the proposition is proved. ¬ (1996) once proved the positive homogeneity of a distortion premium principle. We know that the distortion premium principle is comonotonically additive, but a comonotonically additive premium principle may not be the distortion premium principle. So the above proposition is generalization of Wang's result. The concepts of the distortion premium principle (see Wang et al (1997) ) is given here. A general distortion function, say g, is a bounded non-decreasing and non-negative function defined on [0,1]. If g satisfies g(0) = 0 and g(1) = 1 then g is briefly called a distortion function. A distortion premium principle H of a non-negative risk X is defined as
Wang
In addition, the notation X ! a means the minimum of X and a hereafter.
THE GRECO THEOREM
The Greco theorem (see, for example, Denneberg (1994) ) plays a key role in the characterization of the distortion premium principle. Here we give a new version of the Greco theorem on the space of non-negative random variables. 
Proof. Two set functions on 2 W are defined as follows:
where I A is the indicator of set A ∈2 W . Obviously, ␣ ≤ b. Since H is monotone, both ␣ and b are also monotone. Let g be some monotone set function on 2
For example, we can select g = b (or ␣). For any fixed X ∈L, X ! x is non-decreasing. Because of the comonotonicity of H, H[X ! x] is a non-decreasing function with respect to x, and has finite derivative almost everywhere. It is clear that for any
According to the definitions of ␣, b and the positive homogeneity of H (see Proposition 1.2), we have 
Since g{w :X(w) > t} is monotonic, it is integrable with respect to t. Hence, as n approaches infinite and max 1 ≤ i ≤ n (t i -t i -1 ) approaches zero, we have 
Proof. Let G g,X (x) = g{w :X(w) > x}. It follows from the proof of Proposition 1.1 that there exists a non-increasing function G * g,X (x), which is continuous from the right, such that G * g,X (x) = G g,X (x) almost everywhere. Then by Theorem 2.1, we have
Now we will prove that S X (x 1 ) = S X (x 2 ) implies G * g,X (x 1 ) = G * g,X (x 2 ) . Obviously, if S X (x 1 ) = S X (x 2 ), P{w :X(w) ∈(x 1 , x 2 )} = 0 for some x 1 < x 2 . Let g* be an additive measure in (W, F) generated by G * g,X , then by the proof of Proposition 1.1, g*{w :X(w) > x} = G * g,X (x) and 
Thus G * g,X (x 1 ) = G * g,X (x 2 ) . Then it is proved that S X (x 1 ) = S X (x 2 ) implies G * g,X (x 1 ) = G * g,X (x 2 ). Note that this results in that there exists a map g X from the set S X (t)|t ≥ 0} onto the set {G * g,X (t)|t ≥ 0} such that G * g,X (x) = g X [S X (x)]. Hence (3.1) holds.
Obviously, g X is a bounded and non-negative function. Below we will prove that g X is a non-decreasing function with g X (0) = 0. Let S X (x 1 ) > S X (x 2 ). Then x 1 < x 2 which implies g*{w :X(w) > x 1 } ≥ g*{w :X(w) > x 2 }, i.e. G * g,X (x 1 ) ≥ G * g,X (x 2 ). Therefore g X is non-decreasing. Since {S X (t) : t ≥ 0} is a subset of [0, 1], we can extend the domain of definition of g X onto [0, 1] such that the extended g X is still non-decreasing. Obviously, G * g,X (∞) = 0 which implies g X (0) = 0. Thus Theorem 3.1 is proved. ¬
Notice that the subscript X in g X means that the bounded non-decreasing and non-negative function g X may be related to the risk X. The remaining problem is what conditions the risk set L and the premium principle H should satisfy so that g X is unrelated to the risk X ∈L. In Wang et al (1997) , the condition is that the risk set L includes all Bernoulli variables. The following two Corollaries say that such a condition can be weakened. 
Proof. It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that the only thing which needs to be proved is that for any X, Y in L and non-negative numbers t 1 and t 2 , S X (t 1 ) = S Y (t 2 ) implies g{w :X(w) > t 1 } = g{w :Y(w) > t 2 }. Define two Bernoulli variables
Noticing that
so we have g{w :X(w) > t 1 } = g{w :Y(w) > t 2 }. Corollary 3.1 is proved. ¬
Corollary 3.2. Suppose that X is a fixed non-negative risk, and
Then there exists a general distortion function g with g(0) = 0 such that for any X ∈L we have 
When ⑀ approaches 0, X (x, ⑀) converges almost everywhere and we have that
Moreover, we have Proof. For the proof of the sufficiency, it can be seen by the proof of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1 that the only thing which needs to be proved is that for any X, Y in L and non-negative numbers x and y, S X (x) = S Y (y) implies g*{w :X(w) > x} = g*{w :Y(w) > y} where g* is an additive measure such that For the proof of the necessity, the monotonicity and the finiteness can be easy to check. As for the proof of additivity of comonotonic risks, one can see Denneberg (1994 
#
[S X (t)]dt, because general distortion function g is bounded, the continuity in distributions can be easily proved by the dominated convergence theorem. The necessity is proved. Thus Theorem 3.2 is proved. ¬
We know that H[X ! t] is a non-decreasing function in t, and dH[X ! t]
/dt is the increasing rate of H[X ! t] when t increases. From (3.4) (or (3.5)) we can see that if H is a distortion premium principle, the increasing rate of H[X ! t] only depends on the tail probability of X at t, i.e. S X (t) = P (X > t).
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